
AmeriFlux Webinar
For Data Users



Webinar Goals:

Who should attend?
● Data users who are interested in AmeriFlux data products.
● Data providers who are interested in learning more about how their data are used.

Presentation (~40 minutes)
● AmeriFlux overview
● AmeriFlux data
● Data use and data use policy
● Data discovery web features
● Gap-filled and partitioned data from ONEFlux
● Data users panel
● Feedback from you about AmeriFlux data

This webinar is being 
recorded.



Poll: 
Have you downloaded data from the AmeriFlux 

website before?



Check out the “Data Life Cycle” webinar

Slides and recordings of all previous webinars are available at: 
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/community/amp-webinar-series/

https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/community/amp-webinar-series/


About AmeriFlux 

● Created in 1996 by a group of scientists.
● 15 sites in 1997.
● In 2012, the U.S. DOE established the 

AmeriFlux Management Project (AMP) at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(LBNL).

● 390 sites with published data today.

=> 2605 site years of data.

 

536 Registered 
Sites



Updated AmeriFlux Data Use License

● Use the Data-Download form to describe how you plan to use the data and if you plan to use in publications. This statement is sent to the 
data contributor(s), and then posted to the AmeriFlux Data Download Log.

● When you start in-depth analysis that may result in a publication, contact the data contributors directly, so that they have the opportunity 
to contribute substantively and become a co-author.

Acknowledge AmeriFlux data in publications

● Cite the relevant site DOI and dataset citation listed on its Site General Info page (DOI tab) or use Site Set for DOI citation generation.
● Inform all data providers when publications are about to be published.
● Acknowledge the AmeriFlux data resource: “Funding for AmeriFlux data resources was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office 

of Science.”

Acknowledge AmeriFlux data in presentations

● Use the AmeriFlux logo and/or the AmeriFlux web link (https://ameriflux.lbl.gov)
● List AmeriFlux sites using their SiteIDs and/or site name

Deb Agarwal
AMP Data Team lead



New AmeriFlux CC BY 4.0 Data Use License (by Fall 2021)

CCby4

• Data free for use and reuse

• Proper citation/acknowledgement still required (specifics provided)

• Sites receive data download notifications

Support sites who remain on older “AmeriFlux policy”

• Data quality checks and BASE publish

• Limited data and tech services – e.g. no ONEFlux processing, lower priority for services

• One data policy per site

• AmeriFlux core sites and NEON have indicated that their data can be CCby4 - starting invites 
now and have 108 sites moving so far.



New CC BY 4.0 AmeriFlux License

CC-BY-4.0 data are available following the guidelines of the CC-BY-4.0 data usage license (Creative Commons by 
Attribution 4.0 International; https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). The CC-BY-4.0 license specifies that the 
data user is free to Share (copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format) and/or Adapt (remix, transform, 
and build upon the material) for any purpose.

Use of AmeriFlux data shared under the CC-BY-4.0 license should follow these attribution guidelines:

  *  For each AmeriFlux site used: Provide a citation to the site's dataset. The citation should include the dataset DOI.

Note:

Collaboration with data providers (AmeriFlux PIs) is not required under CCBy4.0, but it can help avoid 
misinterpretation or other data issues and is appreciated by data providers.

Regardless, it is recommended that data users inform data providers of forthcoming publications using a site's data.  
An email list of AmeriFlux PIs for the downloaded sites is provided to the data user with data download.



AmeriFlux Data 

What is “BASE”?

½ hourly or hourly 
time series observations



AmeriFlux Data 

What is “BASE”?

½ hourly or hourly 
time series observations

# 
S

ite
s

>130 variables
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/
aboutdata/data-variables

https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/aboutdata/data-variables/
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/aboutdata/data-variables/


What to expect from AmeriFlux data?

Pros:
● A lot of data!
● Diversity - of ecosystem types and environments. 
● Direct and continuous observations of how ecosystems respond to environmental change.
● Carbon, water, energy and climate.

Cons:
● Uncertainty - both random and systematic error
● Gaps - instruments break, power goes off, weather becomes ‘unclement’, towers fall over, etc.
● The unexplained (beavers build dams, trees mast, cicadas emerge en mass, ice-storms defoliate)   



AmeriFlux Data 

Who’s BADM?!

‘Know thy site!’
Ray Leuning
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AmeriFlux Data 

Who’s BADM?!
Biological Ancillary Data Metadata

BIF: the BADM Interchange Format



Poll: 
Have you used BADM data before?



AmeriFlux Data Discovery

Search / Download / Map / Site Sets

Margaret 
Torn
AMP Lead PI



You can download data for 390 AmeriFlux 
sites at ameriflux.lbl.gov.

How do you find the sites (and data) you 
want to use?

The Site Search tool can help! 

(check out the individual site info pages, too) 

   



In this Site Search example, I want to 
find the sites with methane flux data in 
BASE collected before 2012.  

There are many useful search terms 
under Advanced Filters.   We’ll use 
Flux/Met Measurements. 

 

Tip: “Gas Species 
Measured” are 
from BADM site 
metadata; the flux 
data might not be 
in BASE.

We’ll look at 
Available BASE 
Flux/Met Data
 



In this Site Search example, I want to 
find the sites with methane flux data in 
BASE collected before 2012.  

There are many useful search terms 
under Advanced Filters.   We’ll use 
Flux/Met Measurements. 

 





Now that I’ve identified the 14 sites that have methane 
flux data available up to 2012, how do I…

●Download data for those sites?
●Make a map of the sites?
●Save a “site set” to work with later?



●Download data 
for those 
sites?

1. Sign In.
2. Click “Download 

Data Using Search 
Results.”



●Download data 
for those 
sites?



●Download data 
for those 
sites?

Cool! 
Four ways to 
select sites for 
data download

Measurement height or 
soil depth are not 
included in BADM yet. 
You can download here. 



●Download data 
for those 
sites?



●Make a map 
of the sites?

Select Custom Maps 
to change base layer 
and markers 



●Make a map 
of the sites?

You can toggle 
between the 
Custom Map and 
Site Search pages

Custom Maps allows 
you to change base 
layer and markers, add 
title, and save as high 
resolution file.  



●Make a map 
of the sites?

Zooming in on two of 
the 14 original methane 
flux sites. 

They were right near 
New Orleans (where 
the 2021 AGU Fall 
Meeting will be!)



●Save a “site set” 
to work with 
later?

You can save or load a 
Site Set on the search 
page. 

Or you can go straight 
to your Site Sets page 
from the Home menu, if 
you are logged in.



●Save a “site set” 
to work with 
later?

I created a site set for 
the 14 original methane 
flux sites.  

This is what it looks like 
on the Site Sets page. 



●Site sets make it 
easy to get 
citations, contact 
PIs, update 
searches / maps 
more 



Running Poll (we’ll revisit suggestions at the end of the 
webinar):
 

What features would you like to see from 
AmeriFlux?

pollev.com/amerifluxLink to poll



For more, check out:

○ Paper:

○ Quick-start guide (flux variables):
https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/variables-quick-
start-guide/

○ Webinar:

ONEFlux:
Open Network-Enabled Flux processing pipeline

● ONEFlux is an eddy covariance data 
processing codes package

● Key features: USTAR filtering, 
met/flux gap-filling, CO2 flux 
partitioning, uncertainty estimates, ...

Gilberto 
Pastorello

https://youtu.be/JPJnfckAMtI

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-020-0534-3

https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/variables-quick-start-guide/
https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/variables-quick-start-guide/
https://youtu.be/JPJnfckAMtI
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-020-0534-3


FLUXNET Data Product ...from ONEFlux Processing
FLUXNET2015

https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/

Up to 2014

Last update Feb 2020 (additional metadata)

AmeriFlux FLUXNET Beta Product

https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/download-data-
oneflux-beta/

Largely compatible with FLUXNET2015

More recent AmeriFlux data

AmeriFlux FLUXNET Product (in prep.)

https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/

Production runs for AmeriFlux sites; currently starting collection of additional 
metadata to allow processing

First few sites to be made available Sep 2021

Xinchen 
Lu

https://fluxnet.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/download-data-oneflux-beta/
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/data/download-data-oneflux-beta/
https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/


AmeriFlux Data - collaborating resources

Collaborating networks - e.g., Phenocam

Collaborating agencies - e.g., NASA, USGS

Collaborating codebases
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Recent data user experiences

Mallory Barnes
Assistant Prof.
Indiana University

Minkyu Moon
Postdoc
Boston University

Sophie Ruehr 
Grad Student
UC Berkeley



Recent data user experiences

Mallory Barnes
Assistant Prof.
Indiana University

Recent science enabled by AmeriFlux: Machine learning upscaling of dryland fluxes 

Barnes et al. 2021: Ecohydrological water-carbon coupling improves 
dryland carbon flux prediction of average uptake, interannual 
variability, and drought  in review 



Recent data user experiences 
● AmeriFlux <-> AppEEARS makes it easy to get point remote sensing data! 



Moon et al., 2020 Modification of surface energy balance during 
springtime: The relative importance of biophysical and meteorological 
changes. AFM, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.agrformet.2020.107905

- A multi-site synthesis and remote sensing study

212 site-years
from 42 sites

Recent data user experiences

Minkyu Moon
Postdoc
Boston University
LCSC Group

- Research Interest
   remote sensing; vegetation phenology; forest ecology

● Hard to sort out sub-data set 
based on user’s demand
e.g., by...

○ vegetation type
○ data duration
○ variables
○ ancillary data

(e.g.,NEON, PhenoCam, etc.)
○ ...

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.agrformet.2020.107905
http://www.bu.edu/lcsc/


Recent data user experiences

Minkyu Moon
Postdoc
Boston University

●  A package program → Updated “AmerifluxR”?

e.g., “MODISTools” or “phenocamr” packages in R

● From data download to simple analysis…
Example functions...

- Function 1
get_sites(veg_type = "DB",
                 duration = 5,
                 neon = TRUE,

      badm = TRUE,
                 v_include = “soil heat flux”,
                 ...)

- Function 2
aero_heightc(site = “US-Ha1”,

    Inputs = “...”,
    …)

https://github.com/ropensci/MODISTools
https://github.com/bluegreen-labs/phenocamr


Recent data user experiences

Sophie Ruehr 
Grad Student
UC Berkeley

Starting a multi-site synthesis



AmeriFlux sites reporting water table depth

Recent data user experiences

Sophie Ruehr 
Grad Student
UC Berkeley



Recent data user experiences

Sophie Ruehr 
Grad Student
UC Berkeley



Poll: 
What features would you like to see from 

AmeriFlux?

pollev.com/amerifluxLink to poll





Thank you!

Special thanks to:

- Our user panel
- Our funders (DOE Office of Science)
- The AmeriFlux data contributors
- The AmeriFlux Management Project Team
- You, for putting the data to such great use


